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ABSTRACT
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) brain tumor segmentation is a challenging tasks which include the
detection task of tumor from images. In general, this process is done manually by experts in medical
images field which is always unclear, because the similarity between normal and abnormal tissues. The
present study proposes a new clustering approach based on the hybridization of firefly algorithm (FA) and
fuzzy c-means algorithm(FCM) called (FFCM) to segment MRI brain images. this approach use the
capability of firefly search to find optimal initial cluster centres for the FCM and thus improve (MRI) brain
tumor segmentation. The proposed approach was evaluated by applying it to a magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) brain segmentation problem using a simulated brain data set of McGill University and real MRI
images from Internet Brain Segmentation Repository benchmark data sets. The cluster validity index (Rm)
was used as a fitness function to determine the best solutions obtained by the firefly algorithm. The
experiments indicated encouraging results after applying FFCM, compared with the outcomes of state-ofthe-art segmentation algorithms and FCM random initialization of cluster centres.
Keywords: Fuzzy c-means, Firefly algorithm, MRI Images segmentation, Rm validity index
1.

INTRODUCTION
(FLAIR), etc., where each sequence provides
different types of information for the tissues
under study. Furthermore, there is the issue of
image complexity, which pertains to the amount
of subjective information contained in images.
Thus, many methods was proposed over the last
decades, each of which uses different induction
principles [2-3]. These algorithms can be
categorized into various groups such as
thresholding-based, deformable models-based,
clustering-based,
histograms-based,
classification-based, etc.[2-3]. Fuzzy clustering
technique, one of the most frequently methods
used in images segmentation due to the most
images has unclear boundaries between their
segments. As well as, fuzzy clustering algorithms
has capability to solve unclear boundaries
problem between image regions. It is therefore
possible that the fuzzy clustering techniques such
as the fuzzy c-means (FCM) algorithm[4], is the
most frequently methods used in images

The process of digital image analysis comprises
a lot of steps or phases, and image segmentation
is one of the most significant and intricate. In this
phase, images are segmented into many
components and each component contains some
identical attributes [1] . Image segmentation
considered a basic role in many different
domains. In medical imaging for instance,
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) images
segmentation techniques can assist doctors and
radiologists locate tumors and other pathologies,
diagnose illnesses, therapy evaluation, aid in
computer guided surgery, measure tissue
volume, treatment planning, study anatomical
structure, and also surgical simulation [2].
Moreover, different sequences of MRI images
are available from these imaging modalities such
as T1-Weighted Image (T1WI), Short Tau
Inversion Recovery (STIR), T2-Weighted Image
(T2WI), Fluid Attenuation Inversion Recovery
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segmentation[5-6]. Both image segmentation and
clustering share the same goal of finding
accurate classification of their input. The image
pixels in clustering methods represented as
patterns and each pixel is belong to a cluster
(image segment) based on similarity and
distance[7].
Over the last few decades, many algorithms for
metaheuristic search have been applied in
conjunction with the FCM algorithm to find
optimal cluster centres. These algorithms explore
the entire search space in the problem to
determine possible solutions[8].
These
algorithms include bee optimization[9], harmony
search[10], the ant colony algorithm[11],
simulated
annealing[12],
the
genetic
algorithm[13-14], tabu search[15], the firefly
algorithm[16] and particle swarm[17]. However,
to the best of the authors’ knowledge, this
present study is the first time that a firefly fuzzy
c-means (FFCM) algorithm has been applied to
image segmentation. Specifically, the present
study explores the addition of a firefly algorithm
(FA) to FCM to solve the brain MRI image
segmentation problem because this is a very
complicated domain due to the natural
difficulties inherent in MRI image segmentation.
The present study explores the efficiency of
the FA in generating near-optimal initial cluster
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centres for the FCM algorithm, in order to ensure
that superior and constant MRI image
segmentation outcomes are generated. The FA is
one of the more recent algorithms, and as the
name implies, is inspired by the behaviour of
fireflies[18]. It is worth mentioning that the FA
has been employed to resolve nonlinear
optimization problems. Generally, in social
insect colonies, such as a firefly colony, even
though every single individual appears to have
an individual routine, the group as a whole seems
to be extremely structured. Basically, algorithms
that are based on nature have been proved to be
effective and efficient in resolving challenging
optimization problems. A swarm is a collection
of multi-agent systems, such as fireflies, in
which the basic agents synchronize their routines
to resolve the complicated issue of assigning
communication to numerous forage sites in
changing circumstances. The remainder of the
paper is structured as follows: section 2 provides
an overview of the firefly search algorithm;
section 3 describes fuzzy clustering with FCM;
section 4 discusses the proposed method; section
5 details the results of experiments applying the
FFCM algorithm and compares them with other
methods; and finally, section 6 presents the
conclusion.
2.

FIREFLY SEARCH ALGORITHM

proportional to this value. As mentioned earlier,
the fireflies with slightly dimmer light will be
attracted towards the brighter individuals;
nevertheless the degree of attraction will reduce
if the distance between those fireflies increases.
On the other hand, if any firefly fails to find
another firefly that is brighter than itself, then the
former will travel arbitrarily. When the FA is
employed to solve clustering problems, the
cluster centres are the decision variables, and the
objective function is associated with the value of
all Euclidean distance training set cases in an Ndimensional space[20].
Depending on the intended function, in the
beginning all the agents (fireflies) will be
arbitrarily spread all over the search space. The
following are the two stages of the FA: the first
stage involves the difference in the intensity of
light, where the intensity of light is associated
with the objective values[21]. Therefore in the
case of a maximization/minimization problem, a
firefly with higher or lower intensity will entice
another individual with higher or lower intensity.
Let us presume that there is a swarm of n agents

Fireflies are among the rarest insects on the
planet and have a natural capacity to illuminate
themselves in the dark with flickering and
glowing biological lights. The FA was motivated
by the biological behaviour of fireflies[18];
generally, the FA employs the following three
rules: (1) fireflies are unisexual, therefore every
individual firefly will be fascinated by another
firefly, irrespective of its gender; (2) the unique
feature of the glowing light of fireflies will
attract prey; and (3) the attraction of fireflies is
proportionate to their brightness, which makes
the less bright firefly move towards a more
brightly glowing firefly .
The population-based FA is capable of
discovering the global optima of objective
functions, depending on the intelligence of the
swarm[19]. Moreover, the FA also examines the
foraging behaviour of fireflies. In the FA, the
physical entities are arbitrarily spread in the
search space, in this case the physical gentility is
fireflies, which have a substance known as
luciferin that makes the fireflies glow in dark,
and generally luciferin will discharge light that is
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(fireflies), where x signifies the solution of a
firefly i, while its fitness value is signified by
fx ; furthermore, the current position i of its
fitness value fx is determined by the brightness
I of a firefly[21], thus:
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A comprehensive explanation of the FA can be
found in[18] and the pseudo-code for this
algorithm is given in Fig. 1.
3.

I  fx , 1 i n .
(1)
The second stage involves movements towards
attractive fireflies: the attractive force of a firefly
is proportionate to the intensity of light
witnessed by nearby fireflies[21]. Every single
firefly possesses its unique attraction β, which
indicates the power of attraction over individuals
of the swarm. This attractiveness β will change
with the distance r between two fireflies i and j
at locations x and x , respectively, as denoted by
the following:

CLUSTERING
MEANS

FUZZY

C-

Clustering is a unsupervised learning approach
that is capable of partitioning identical data
objects (patterns) based on some level of
similarity, which increases the similarity of
objects within a group and decreases the
similarity among objects between various
groups[22-23]. A clustering algorithm for
grouping fuzzy data is carried out on a collection
of n objects (pixels) x , x , … , x , and each of
these objects is x ∈ " , a characteristic vector
which consists of d real-valued dimensions that
reveal the characteristics of the object depicted
by x . A fuzzy membership matrix, referred to as
fuzzy partition U  $u & (U ∈ M as in Eq.
1). The equation

r  x  x  ,
(2)
The attractiveness function β(r) of the firefly is
established by

βr  β e ,
(3)
if β is the attractiveness at r  0, and γ is the
coefficient of the ingestion of light. The motion
of a firefly i from position x , which is attracted
to another much more attractive (brighter) firefly
j at position x is denoted by
మ
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represents the fuzzy clusters c of the objects,
where signifies the fuzzy membership of the ith
object to the jth fuzzy cluster. For example, each
and every data object is related to a specific
(probably zero) degree of every single fuzzy
cluster. A FCM algorithm is a repetitive
technique capable of locally decreasing the
following objective functions:
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is the centroids of the clusters c,

which indicates the standard of the inner product
‖. ‖ (e.g., Euclidean distance) from the data point
x to the jth cluster centre; furthermore, the
parameter m ∈ $1, ∞ is a distort proponent on
each fuzzy membership, which ascertains the
level of fuzziness of the ensuing classification.
The following is a summary of the FCM steps
and Fig. 2 below illustrates the FCM pseudocode:
1. Choose the number of fuzzy clusters c.
2. Choose initial cluster centres v , v , … , v .

Fig. 1. Firefly Algorithm Pseudo-Code.
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Estimate the components of the fuzzy
partition matrix:
1
7
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x

v


∑ 3 
4
‖x  v ‖
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1. Proposed method
In this section we investigate the performance of
the FA in terms of obtaining near-optimal cluster
centres values in the initialization phase in the
FCM algorithm. Here, we propose a clustering
approach that consists of two phases (see Fig. 3
below). In the first phase, the FA examines the
search space of the given data set to determine
the near-optimal cluster centres and then those
cluster centres are assessed by making use of the
redefined FCM objective function. In the second
phase, the finest cluster centres that have been
identified are employed as the preliminary
cluster centres for the FCM algorithm. The two
phases are discussed below.

Calculate the cluster centres:
∑ u
 . x 
v 
8

∑ u 

Repeat steps 3 and 4 until the number of
iterations (t) surpasses the set limit, or a
termination criterion is met:
‖v  v ‖ 7 ε
9
where ε 7 0.001

1.1 Identifying near-optimal cluster centres
using firefly search
The cluster centres of the provided data set are
encoded by each and every solution of the firefly
search. The solution will be as in Eq. 10:
a
s
s
3
a a … . a , a a … . a

,

s
4,
a a … . a

where a  is a numerical characteristic that
explains a cluster centre and a  ∈ A , where A is
the collection of the feasible array of each and
every pixel attribute. Consequently, each cluster
centre s is defined by d numerical
featurea , a  , … , a  . As a result, every single
solution has an actual size of c < d, where c
represents a given number of clusters and d
indicates the feature number outlining the given
data set.

Fig.2.FCM Pseudo-Code.
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cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) in a MRI image of the
brain), 8-bit depth, and three features (e.g.,
intensity value, entropy, and energy), which
illustrate each and every pixel, the probable
degree of pixel intensity value pertaining to the
depth of image will be in the interval ∈[0,255],
and the deterioration and energy features can be
illustrated by interval ∈ $0, 10&. Therefore, the
firefly solution could be (5, 2.5, 2.6, 30, 6.2, 2.1,
80, 2.3, 1.3), in which the first three digits (5,
2.5, 2.6) signify the cluster centre values for the
first image region in each image sequence, and
the next three digits (30, 6.2, 2.1) indicate the
cluster centre values for the second image region,
while the final cluster centre (80, 2.3, 1.3)
indicates the third image spot. Immediately after
the firefly sets the factors ((n) number of
fireflies, β, γ, max generation), the initialization
step of the firefly search is examined. All the
cluster centres in all the solutions might be
randomly initialized from the data range of their
image attributes.
Then the fitness value is measured for all the
solutions by the objective function and later, the
solutions are reorganized in descending order of
the objective function value. After choosing the
minimal values by comparing the solutions with
the objective function, the FA finds near-optimal
cluster centres that guarantee that fuzzy c-means
will reach near-global optima and will not be
trapped in a local optima. This leads to an
improvement on the FCM and thus FFCM can
replace the traditional method of multiple
random initializations to determine cluster
centres.
The fitness degree of the solution is indicated
by the assessment (fitness value) of each
solution. In the present study we used an
enhanced version of the conventional FCM
objective function[24], because the cluster
centres are just employed in the evolving process
of the first stage of the FFCM. The enhanced
FCM objective function depends merely on the
calculations of the cluster centres, whereas the
membership matrix U, as in the standard
objective function, is not employed, and paid out
for the required changes. According to Hathaway
and Bezdek (1995), generally, standard and
reformulated
objective
functions
are
comparative; however, the latter is less
complicated. Consequently, the time consumed
in determining the objective function for each
solution is minimized. The reformulated version
of the FCM’s objective function is as follows:

Fig .3. Proposed FFCM Framework.

For the purpose of delineating the connection
between the clustering and image segmentation,
we claim that it is possible to map every single
pixel in an image as a sample or data point in the
clustering sector, while it is also possible to map
the image regions as clusters or classes. In the
case of a 256 x 256 image, there will be 65,536
pixels (data points). For instance, in a given grey
image with three distinct regions (e.g., the white
matter (WM), grey matter (GM) and
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The FCM algorithm starts with the cluster
centers obtained from the FA as initial cluster
centers at every iteration and it determines the
fuzzy membership of each data point in relation
to every cluster by Eq. 7. Based on the
membership values, the cluster centers are
recomputed by Eq. 8. The FCM stops when there
is no further change in the cluster centers.

11

where D is x  v  the distance from pixel
intensity x to the jth cluster centre, m is the
fuzziness of the resulting classification and it is
set m  2 and n is the total number of pixels in
the given image. In this case, we measured the
aggregate of the distances between all the pixels
in the given image with each cluster centre that
was produced from the new solution. However,
the FA will attempt to reduce this value of R 
(cluster validity) to find the preferred nearoptimal solution or to fulfil the stopping
criterion.
The objective function is computed for each
new firefly solution fa ,for the purpose of
updating the solutions with the newly
generated, a  a , a , a , … , a , if the value
of objective function of the new solution is
superior to theworst solution stored, then the
latter is replaced by the new solution or else this
new solution is disregarded.
The iteration process of the evolving procedures
of the FA will be ended after achieving the
optimum number of improvisations (max
generations). Ultimately, the ideal solution is
chosen and is regarded as the finest solution to
the examined problem.
However, such
clustering methods consume a huge amount of
time, especially in the case of a large number of
objects [25].Therefore, it is essential to include a
simplification phase to enhance the efficiency of
the firefly search by minimizing the number of
objects to be clustered, which in turn will
minimize the time needed to find the nearoptimal solution. The simplification process
depends on obtaining the rate of incidence of
each pixel in the examined image (like a
histogram). Consequently, the image is depicted
in a model such as B  C , D , … ,

4.

 * D >* H! @


"
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EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

This section explains the evaluation of the
proposed solution (FFCM) and compares the
outcomes with those of several previous methods
and the results acquired from the conventional
FCM clustering algorithm, namely the random
initialization technique of FCM. This section is
divided into six parts. The first part describes the
data set. The second part analyses the FFCM
parameters and the best parameter values are
selected. In the third part, the cluster validity
(Rm) index is introduced as a quality
measurement. In the fourth part, the FFCM is
applied to a simulated brain MRIdata set. In the
fifth part, the FFCM is applied to a real brain
MRI data set. In the final part, the execution
times of FFCM for both types of image
representation are presented.
4.1 Data set
The data set comprises two different groups of
3D MRI images for the purpose of illustrating
the efficacy of the proposed FFCM algorithm.
The first group comprises seven normal images
and ten abnormal simulated T1-weighted MRI
brain images (T1WI), which were acquired from
the simulated brain data set of McGill University
[26].The size of all these images is 217 × 181
with 8-bit greyscale level. The second group
comprises 20 normal 3D MRI real images which
were acquired from Internet Brain Segmentation
Repository (IBSR), Centre for Morphometric
Analysis, Massachusetts General Hospital
Repository [27].

C , D , … , C , D , where D is the rate of
incidence C in the image and E is the total
number of distinct C values in the image with

∑ D  F ). Therefore, the objective unction
can be reformulated as follows:
G
#
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4.2 Analysis of firefly parameters
it is crucial to choose appropriate factors for the
purpose of accomplishing ideal outcomes from
any optimization algorithm, because these factors
are vital for the effectiveness and precision of the
algorithm. The primary goal of this section is to
examine the attributes of the FA during the
search process on diverse configurations of four
parameters (i.e., number of fireflies (n), β, γ, (T)
max generation). Table 1 shows seven test cases

12

FCM-based clustering
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for various configurations to demonstrate the
convergence behaviour of the FA. Every single
designed case was executed 10 times with the
repetition numbers set to 1,000 for all runs. We
roughly tested different values for n varying
from 1 to 120 and thereby identified that the
acceptable value of n is close to 120.
Consequently, the n in the majority of the
examined cases (see Table 1) was fixed to 120,
and every individual case was examined on three
MRI real images and six MRI simulated images.

search is enhanced, because the light absorption
coefficient is increased to β=0.98, and the
potential of exploring unvisited regions of the
search space is higher. Consequently, the
convergence speed of the firefly γ reached γ=0.5
may be positively affected. In cases S5, S6 and
S7, the firefly search utilizes the strength of the
light absorption coefficient to pick superior
solutions at this point. Similarly, the firefly
search is capable of exploring unvisited regions
in the given search space through using the light
absorption coefficient, where β is 0.99 and 1
correspondingly. These cases are capable of
utilizing the advantages of the firefly
search to simultaneously check several search
space regions while focusing on the most
encouraging regions, which consequently results
in the most ideal outcomes being achieved by
these cases. Based on our analysis, case S7 was
chosen to carry out tests in this section, where
the firefly variables are set as follows: n=120,
β=1, g=1 and the maximum number of iterations
(t) is 5,000.

Table 1. Ffcm Convergence Scenarios.

Scenarios

N

γ

β

T

1

1

0.1

0.9

5000

2

20

0.2

0.95

5000

3

40

0.4

0.98

5000

4

60

0.5

0.98

5000

5

80

0.7

0.99

5000

6

100

0.8

0.99

5000

7

120

1

1

5000
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Table 2 illustrates the best, mean, worst, and
standard deviation of the objective function of
every single case. We have highlighted the ideal
outcome in bold (i.e., minimum objective
function as in Eq. 12) among all cases for every
single image. Case S1 (scenario 1, Table 1; S1,
Table 2) functions as a local search-based
algorithm, which depends on one particular
option, s. This case depends on the preliminary
arbitrary solution. This inhibits the FA in terms
of its ability to examine the search space of the
presented image, because α=0.1. Moreover, it is
not possible to enhance the solution. This case
has weak effectiveness (see Table 2), because it
quickly ends in local optima.
Case S2 shows the potential of the FA to boost
a novel population of solutions that is dependent
on the n of fireflies. This case exhibits the
optimistic impact of a greater number of
solutions. Case S2 outcomes are completely
influenced by preliminary solutions, which are
arbitrarily produced and saved. Nevertheless, the
efficiency of the second case is superior to that
of the first case, despite the fact that identical
factors were used for these cases, besides the
firefly search. However, they are both
significantly less effective than cases S3 and S4
in which the exploration behaviour of the firefly
79
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Table 2. Evaluation Of Ffcm Parameters

Image
V 1_24

V 8_4

V 205_3

Nz1

Nz36

Nz108

Nz144

MSLz1

MSLz5

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

S7

best

74608332.27

67045531.1

68122927.59

67061418.67

67043656

67043284.52

67043131.21

mean

97251089.82

100349888.5

105207573.4

78020713.03

68724467

68743098.98

68721503.97

worst

141942116.3

151122518.7

154443918.3

151124653.6

70158678

70207601.47

70137365.22

std

29886722.1

35267261.29

41220168.24

25810888.72

883713.55

907998.2403

879803.502

best

74469409.71

75891683.89

74463405.25

74668697.49

74463046

74466932.98

74462757.49

mean

93550739.51

110672332.6

89815061.48

85878224.45

75009582

79415388.38

79847566.04

worst

139218734

151841885.4

140803430.6

134832589.1

75880082

119276072.8

123479217

std

26740960.4

31540217.71

26249625.21

21848051.9

482773.41

14012686.07

15337928.91

best

72470682.75

71525546.26

70786702.97

71661270.44

70426241

70433097.86

70426790.28

mean

82521782.57

97236705.63

88386399.55

97594489.53

72218850

72260767.82

72218191.74

worst

100423710.3

142103211.5

141726869.9

141739016.6

73572240

73853466.78

73571244.82

std

10788499.35

28024901.93

22132364.43

28170378.69

969491.35

1007898.469

971478.3116

best

79014182.8

72690595.21

71940397.35

72461113.25

71838019

71836517.5

71836020.06

mean

96794887.08

83128943

80670145.71

88606125.58

76878311

73012626.02

73062282.04

worst

119623228.1

111906917.7

103973672

106460447.5

110247542

73976109.38

74063204.39

std

14697758.31

15103931.67

10981185.01

11616921.13

11756859

622538.6075

698818.2177

84160248

78894878.85

80642574.28

81008881.09

79829347

78887403.23

78883892.04

mean

100417857.4

96646749.34

98294727.54

96814317.03

84744637

81407299.96

85047414.17

worst

124436136.6

113795594.1

117314482.1

115601305.1

116484432

86836016.21

122816896.4

std

12678813.1

12788298.94

13385719.3

14953166.32

11176814

2142506.168

13308283.05

best

9184863.932

83848280.31

84867577.48

83648781.26

83655416

83690801.25

83639954.41

mean

6502427.275

96111420.76

99312252.65

91539702.64

84515813

84525777.95

84498431.09

worst

6832663.75

116179658.7

115079363.3

109471687.8

85286048

85269196.24

85283418.94

std

217335.756

11135468.37

11839223.57

10895407.97

590975.97

569994.7092

608319.0737

best

8171719.616

6192189.159

6179515.612

6180112.245

6181642.9

6199314.091

6203719.376

mean

9830206.973

6435822.958

6382173.696

6531678.678

6555476.1

6416424.667

6416063.205

worst

14690555.22

6787362.992

6875846.591

6980448.183

7024259.5

6903028.612

6866926.631

std

2376300.082

210420.2592

272142.3322

309587.6903

357144.56

234046.6455

224382.5434

best

8167329.222

8167495.638

8167489.62

8167400.581

8167256.8

8169135.936

8170655.689

mean

7338037.574

10931944.31

9135220.233

9049564.681

8181407.9

8170964.316

8260892.392

worst

7627236.571

14670257.27

11862302.73

14884900.8

8275720.1

8174403.545

8967245.466

std

313774.6939

2714784.431

1483984.152

2146576.766

33368.657

1602.550604

249945.2348

best

6180363.331

6953005.1

6971244.225

6953262.292

6953346.3

6968898.994

6153372.214

mean

6645960.597

7393654.323

7270117.003

7160794.485

7395112.2

7181008.137

7178972.921

worst

7072667.637

7608283.617

7693641.55

7566164.503

7579609.6

7565466.894

7561201.947

282200.837

281737.9848

286973.8383

249385.7828

272393.15

263903.7998

271014.4155

best

std
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Table 3. Comparative Results (Rm) Between Fcm And Fcm.

Image

Method

PC

PE

XB

Rm

V 1_24

FFCM

0.879404

0.237179

0.000799

67043749

FCM

0.879405

0.237178

0.000799

67430684

FFCM

0.865383

0.264834

0.000803

74696567

FCM

0.865384

0.264831

0.000803

75974061

FFCM

0.867526

0.261788

0.000895

70428267

FCM

0.867529

0.261783

0.000895

70795134

FFCM

0.864492

0.267963

0.00087

71892044

FCM

0.864511

0.267928

0.00087

87755933

FFCM

0.846116

0.302557

0.001052

78888625

FCM

0.846146

0.3025

0.001052

84434510

FFCM

0.84053

0.31214

0.001

83643996

FCM

0.84055

0.312103

0.001

85667812

FFCM

0.778607

0.183036

0.001471

6241319

FCM

0.777622

0.183663

0.101295

6533914

FFCM

0.897963

0.089005

0.000506

8167285

FCM

0.89797

0.088998

0.036825

12918686

FFCM

0.862987

0.114635

0.000846

7025565

FCM

0.841994

0.130859

0.10682

7093692

V 8_4
V205_3
Nz1
Nz36
Nz108
Nz144
MSLz1
MSLz5

Table 4. Comparative Results Based On Different Validity Indices And Objective Function.

images

FFCM

FCM

AVG Rm

SD±

AVG Rm

SD±

68730248

885809.1

74313563

11301955

V 8_4

74998354

478511.8

85187983

11770134

V 205_3

79030282

21794694

79319368

8836978

Nz1

72996452

619726.8

92058746

25458388

V 1_24

Nz36

83929453

9330378

84778061

5342354

Nz108

87270510

8808884

87843696

3891235

Nz144

6424714

265892

7074611

629600.4

MSLz1

4372070

97024

7030067

8786194

13629834

2257487

26269632

30746101

MSLz5
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results. A decrease in the values of the XB and
PE indices is preferred, whereas an increase in
the PC index value is viewed as ideal. Hence a
reduction or an improvement in these indices
discloses the quality of the clustering. The values
in Table 4 illustrate the outcomes with respect to
utilizing these cluster validity indices as quality
measurements. The result of FCM and FFCM
applied to each image is shown for each index.
To aid our analysis of the results presented in
Table 4, we categorized the images into two
groups. The first group of outcomes closely
estimated the objective function values between
FFCM and FFCM, as in cases 1, 3 and 9. The
second group has lower objective function values
for FFCM as against FCM, as in cases 2, 4, 5, 6,
7 and 8. The first group is a normal case, where
the estimated values of the objective function
obtained by FFCM and FCM need to suggest
estimate values for the outcomes acquired by
cluster validity indices, which is the case that has
been obtained. In the second group, the values of
the objective function obtained by FFCM are
significantly lower than those of FCM. This is
superior regarding the objective function, which
has been employed and the outcomes acquired
by cluster validity indices reveal in the identical
course, where the values of cluster validity in
FFCM is superior than FCM, which is also the
case, which has been acquired. This means that
based on the objective function values, the
clustering output of FFCM is better than that of
FCM. Consequently, the outcomes acquired from
our proposed algorithm are superior to those of
the FCM algorithm with random initialization
across the four quality measurements used here.

5.3 Cluster validity index
The excellence of the solution created is assessed
with regards to the intent function. The tests are
designed to analyse the efficiency of the firefly
search in obtaining suitable preliminary cluster
centres for the FCM algorithm, as against the
conventional random initialization technique
employed to select cluster centres. The outcomes
for the FCM with firefly search initialization are
designated as FFCM, whereas the outcomes for
the FCM with random initialization are denoted
as FCM. In the present study we employed the
intent function value as a measure of the
goodness of clustering. We documented the
typical and the standard deviation results of FCM
and FFCM from 50 trials. All the tests were
carried out on an Intel Core5Duo 2.5 GHz
machine, with 4GB RAM. The codes were
written using Matlab 2010a.
Table 3 illustrates the above mentioned
outcomes, where the first column represent
images name, the second column signifies the
average and standard deviation value for
objective function acquired from the search
process of the FA in identifying near-optimum
cluster centres, and the initial stage of FFCM
method. The third columns depict the average
objective function and standard deviation value
for FCM, respectively.
These outcomes indicate that the majority of the
analysed
images
show
considerable
enhancements with respect to minimization of
objective function values when using the
proposed algorithm FFCM as against FCM. The
bold items in Table 3 signify equivalent or
superior outcomes of FFCM as compared with
FCM. In addition, and from a more detailed
investigation of these results , it is evident that
FFCM is more constant and reliable than FCM
with respect to the acquired standard deviation
measurements. On the ther hand, some images
still failed to display any enhancements. This
result encouraged the author to employ another
better
measurement
and
examine
the
effectiveness of using the objective function as a
measurement of the superiority of clustering
outcomes. Hence, a cluster quality listing was
employed as a functionality metric. A cluster
quality list is generally applied to gauge the
quality of clustering algorithms.
The present study employed three of the most
well-known fuzzy cluster validity indices,
namely the PC, PE, XB, in addition to the Rm.
These indices are primarily employed to gauge
the solidity and uniqueness of the clustering

5.4 Simulated MRI brain data
In the present study, the experiment was applied
to 17 MRI images that were T1-weighted with
3% noise, 1-mm slice thickness and 20%
intensity non-uniformity. The volume size of 1 x
1 x 1 mm3 with voxel and comprise 181 images
with size 217 x 181. These images can consist of
many different tissue types based on the tissue
location in the image. The normal MRI brain
images comprise 10 regions of brain tissues,
where the regions are dissimilar between the
different z planes. These regions are the CSF,
GM, background, WM, skin, skull, fat, glial
matter, muscle/skin and connective tissue. The
abnormal MRI brain images (including multiple
sclerosis lesions) comprise 11 regions; all those
seen in the normal images and in addition the
multiple sclerosis lesion region. Some of
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regions’ tissues have the same intensity in the
MRI images such as the WM and connective
tissues, skull and background, skin and CSF.
Therefore, in the present study after merging
those regions having the same level of intensity
and removing the skull, the clusters numbered
six in the normal images and seven in the
abnormal images.
The Brain Web [26] provided the ground truth
images, and a quantization index was used to
evaluate segmentation performance, based on the
segmentation accuracy. The accuracy rate was

E-ISSN: 1817-3195

computed based on the similarity between the
ground truth image and the segmented images
generated by FFCM and FCM. The Minkowski
Score (MS) is the quantization index used in the
present study [28], which is computed as
follows:
IJK, J  L#బభ
#

#భబ
భభ #భబ

,

13

Fig. 4a. From Left To Right, Original Normal MRI T1 Image In Z1, Ground Truth Normal MRI T1 Image In Z1, And
Normal MRI T1 Image In Z1 Segmented By FFCM.

Fig. 4b. From Left To Right, Original Normal MRI T1 Image In Z36, Ground Truth Normal MRI T1 Image In Z36, And
Normal MRI T1 Image In Z36 Segmented By FFCM.

Fig. 4c. From Left To Right, Original Normal MRI T1 Image In Z72, Ground Truth Normal MRI T1 Image In Z72, And
Normal MRI T1 Image In Z72 Segmented By FFCM.
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Fig. 5a. from left to right, original multiple sclerosis lesions in MRI T1 image in z1, ground truth multiple sclerosis
lesions in MRI T1 image in z1, and multiple sclerosis lesions MRI T1 image in z1 segmented by FFCM.

Fig 5b. from left to right, original multiple sclerosis lesions in MRI T1 image in z5, ground truth multiple sclerosis
lesions in MRI T1 image in z5, and multiple sclerosis lesions in MRI T1 image in z5 segmented by FFCM.

Fig. 5c. from left to right, original multiple sclerosis lesions in MRI T1 image in z10, ground truth multiple sclerosis
lesions in MRI T1 image in z10, and multiple sclerosis lesions in MRI T1 image in z10 segmented by FFCM.
TABLE 6. Comparative results: Minkowski Score (MS) for abnormal brain images showing multiple sclerosis lesions.

Z plane

MS (FFCM)

MS (FCM)

MS(EM)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

0.39
0.38
0.78
0.33
0.32
0.32
0.35
0.36
0.38
0.49

0.64
0.64
0.76
0.73
0.65
0.78
0.76
0.78
0.73
0.69

1.21
0.80
0.74
0.79
0.69
0.85
0.74
0.79
0.76
0.70
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where T represents the ground truth image and S
represents the segmented image. F represents
the number of pairs of elements that are in the
same region in both T and S, while F 
represents the number of pairs in the same region
in T and F represents the number of pairs in
the same region only in S. The best similarity
between the ground truth image (T) and the
segmented image (S) is the minimum value of
the MS, where the best value for MS equals 0.
In the first experiment (normal simulated MRI
brain images), the MS accuracy rate obtained by
FFCM showed very good segmentation
outcomes. Table 5 shows that the MS accuracy
rate obtained by FFCM was much better than
that by FCM for five segmented images (z1, z2,
z3, z36, z108) and MS accuracy rate obtained by
FFCM was much better than that by Expectation
Maximization (EM) for five segmented images
(z1, z2, z3, z36, z144). While The MS for FCM
is better than FFCM for two segmented images
(z72, z144) and the MS for EM is better than
FFCM for two segmented images (z72, z108)
because the ground truth images have a different
number of clusters, and thus the matching MS
test was affected. Figure 4 shows, from left to
right respectively, the original image, ground
truth image and image segmented by FFCM.
In the second experiment (abnormal simulated
MRI brain images), the MS accuracy rate
obtained by FFCM produced excellent
segmentation outcomes. Table 6 shows that the
MS accuracy rate obtained by FFCM was much
better than that by FCM and EM for nine
segmented images (z1, z2, z4, z5, z6, z7, z8, z9,
z10), while the rest were comparable. The MS
for FCM and EM was better than for FFCM for
one segmented image (z3) because the ground
truth images have a different number of clusters,
and thus the matching test (the MS) was affected.
Figure 5 shows, from left to right respectively,
the original image, ground truth image and image
segmented by FFCM.

MS
(FFCM)
0.39

MS
(FCM)
0.7

MS(EM)

2

0.38

0.65

0.83

3

0.36

0.62

0.64

36

0.87

0.88

1.12

72

0.78

0.72

0.70

108

0.61

0.79

0.58

144

0.69

0.34

0.76

5.5 Real MRI brain data
In the present study, experiments were also
conducted to apply the FFCM to real 3D MRI
brain images downloaded from the IBSR [27].
This set comprised 20 normal MRI brain images
with ground truth images manually segmented by
experts. These images are T1-weighted with a
resolution of 256 x 256 x 64, and the size of
voxel is 1.17 x 1.17 x 3.1 mm3, downloaded
from many 1.5-Tesla GE/Siemens MRI scanners.
The reasons for choosing this type of images is
the difficulty encountered in segmentation due to
variations in shape complexity, low signal to
noise ratio and severe spatial intensity nonuniformity [29]. The first step in this experiment
was to remove the undesirable tissues such as
bone, fat and skull from the original and from the
ground truth images to arrive at the region of
interest. Figure 6 illustrates this process.
The accuracy rate was computed based on the
similarity between the ground truth image and a
segmented image by FFCM. The Tanimoto
coefficient T ∈ $0,1& [30] was the quantization
index used in this part of the study. The
Tanimoto coefficient T is used as an overlap
metric and is reported on the IBSR website. It is
computed as follows:
|O ∩ Q|
,
14
K
|O ∪ Q|

where A represents the number of voxels in the
ground truth and B represents the number of
voxels in the FFCM segmented image. The best
similarity between A and B is the maximum
value of T, and the best value for T equals 1.
Figure 7 shows, from left to right respectively,
the original image, ground truth image and image
segmented by FFCM.
The T for FFCM is shown in Figs. 8, 9 and 10 in
comparison with the outcomes from six different
segmentation methods on the IBSR website,
namely Adaptive MAP (AMAP), tree-structure
k-means (TSK), maximum a posteriori
probability (MAP), FCM, Bias MAP (BMAP),
and maximum-likelihood (MLC). Furthermore,
Table 7 shows the T for FFCM in comparison
with the outcomes of the above six methods and
four additional published state-of-the-art
methods [7], namely the adaptive mean shift
algorithm (AMS), the MPM-MAP algorithm,
constant-bandwidth mean shift algorithm
(fixedwMS), and adaptive field rule (AFR).

TABLE 5: Comparative Results: Minkowski Score
(MS) For Normal Simulated Images.

Z
plane
1

E-ISSN: 1817-3195

1.019
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From Figs. 8, 9 and 10 and Table 7, it can be
seen that the FFCM outcomes are much better
than those produced by all the other algorithms
in the case of the WM tissue segmentations.
Moreover, FFCM is also better than the
algorithms from the IBSR website in the case of
the GM tissue segmentations, but it is not better
than two state-of-the-art methods (MPM-MAP,
AMS). For CSF tissue, the FFCM results are
better than all algorithms except for one of the
state-of-the-art methods, (Fixed wMS). Finally,
the FFCM outcomes for WM tissues
segmentation are better than those for CSF and
GM tissue segmentation. This is due to MRI
images artifacts and the intensity levels similarity
between CSF and GM.

E-ISSN: 1817-3195

execution time and makes the FFCM algorithm
more efficient.

5.6 FFCM execution time
The execution time to segment MRI images
(simulated and real) by FFCM took more than
one hour; however, the simplified process for the
objective function described in Section 4.1
reduces the execution time for the segmentation
of MRI images (simulated and real) by FFCM to
around 4 s. Thus, this process minimizes the

Fig 6. Tissue removal steps from left to right, original volume 16_3 (slice #22), ground truth, region of interest.

Fig 7a. From Left To Right, Original Volume (1_24), Ground Truth Volume (1_24), And Segmented Volume (1_24) By
FFCM.
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Fig 7b. From Left To Right, Original Volume (8_4), Ground Truth Volume (8_4), And Segmented Volume (8_4) By
FFCM.

Fig 7c .From Left To Right, Original Volume (205_3), Ground Truth Volume (205_3), And Segmented Volume (205_3)
By FFCM.

Fig .8. FFCM Tanimoto Coefficient (T) For The 20 IBSR Images Compared With Other Algorithms For CSF.
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Fig. 9. FFCM Tanimoto Coefficient (T) For The 20 IBSR Images Compared With Other Algorithms For WM.

Fig 10. FFCM Tanimoto Coefficient (T) For The 20 IBSR Images Compared With Other Algorithms For GM.
Table 7. Tanimoto Coefficient (T) Outcome Averages For FFCM Segmentation And Other Methods.

Method

CSF

GM

WM

Adaptive MAP
Biased MAP
FCM
MAP
MLC
TSK means
AFR
Fixed wMS
MPM-MAP
AMS
FFCM

0.069
0.071
0.048
0.071
0.062
0.049
0.092
0.21
N/A
N/A
0.186

0.564
0.558
0.473
0.55
0.535
0.477
0.557
0.594
0.662
0.683
0.600

0.567
0.562
0.567
0.554
0.551
0.571
0.587
0.628
0.683
0.691
0.727

approach consists of two stages. In the first stage,
use the capability of firefly search to find optimal
initial cluster centres, then in the second stage, the
output of the first stage is used to initialize the
FCM, where the later, it performs the clustering
process. The proposed algorithm (FFCM) was

6. CONCLUSION
This research proposed a new clustering approach
based on the hybridization of firefly algorithm
(FA) and fuzzy c-means algorithm(FCM) called
(FFCM) to segment MRI brain images. this
88
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[9]

employed as an MRI image segmentation method
and the outcomes of the segmentation of simulated
and real MRI brain images indicated the efficiency
of the proposed algorithm in comparison with
state-of-the-art segmentation algorithms and the
randomly initialized FCM segmentation

[10]
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